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• Low interest rates are a barrier to savings but do not change the need 

• A prompt from governments to encourage them to save 

• Good value products with guarantees where appropriate 

• There is a gap between customer ‘needs’ and ’wants’ 

• Good advice can drive reduction in guarantees to target ‘needs’ 
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1 2 3 Customer needs 
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• Long-term time horizon 

• Diversified portfolio of real assets provides long-term protection against inflation  

• Needs some extreme longevity protection 

• Risk of fund running out – guarantee expensive and will limit investment options 

• Some level of guarantee can be incorporated 

• Risk appetite varies over time.  Generally reduces with step reduction at retirement. 

• Needs advice 

1 2 3  Long-term needs 



The UK experience 



Accumulation: 

low to zero guarantees 

 

• Typically unit linked/open 

architecture with no guarantees 

• Tax incentives at either time of 

redemption or investment 

• Historically significant with-

profits element although less 

prominent now.  ‘Lightly’ 

guaranteed, less than typical in 

France. 

• Target return funds e.g. Aviva 

Investors AIMS, used to 

manage volatility for 

customers 
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Modernised underwritten annuities providing well-targeted guarantees 

can supplement a drawdown product. 

De-accumulation: 

high guarantees, flexible options 

that require advice 

 

• Guaranteed Annuity 

•heavily guaranteed product 

•value is difficult in low   interest 

rate environment 

•provides longevity protection 

 

• Draw down 

•assets remain invested 

• income extracted 

• if risk mismanaged assets could 

run out too soon 

 

• Equity release 

•enhancing assets through 

releasing value in property 

 

1 2 3  UK product design 
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• UK banned commission on savings products 

from 2013 

 

• Increased alignment between adviser and 

customer and increased transparency. 

 

• Reduced advice particularly for smaller savers 

 

• Robo-advice/self service can help with 

smaller savers as can government services 

 

• Over-regulation can be self defeating and 

create an ’advice gap’.   

 

• FAMR (‘Financial advice Market Review’) is 

recommending changes designed to increase 

changes. 

 

1 2 3  UK advice 



Guarantees 



• Guarantees are expensive but can make a difference if properly targeted 

 

• Possible “targeted” customer needs: 

√ Inflation protection                                                  Real assets e.g. equities/property 

√ Point in time capital guarantee                               Dynamic asset allocation  

√ Protection against extreme longevity                     Deferred annuities 

 

• Traditional ‘blunt’ guarantees that customers do not need: 

× Continuous capital guarantees 

× Combined short-term and long-term guarantees 

 

• Guarantees should be valued & the cost of guarantees should be charged to customers   
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1 2 3  Targeted guarantees 



Art or science? 
• Judgement 

– Parameterising distributions of investment assets 

– Policyholder behavioural assumptions  

– Management behaviour 

 

• Behavioural assumptions need to cover scenarios so extreme that we have 

no data to calibrate to.  Typically these scenario’s drive cost. 

 

• Ideally we should only issue guarantees that can we accurately value 

     e.g. UK annuity no policyholder behavioural risk 

 

• Typically we see pressure from regulators to be prudent   

– Adds protection to the back-book 

– But makes it hard to launch new products 
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1 2 3  Valuing guarantees 
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 Encourage Savings 

 Ensure advice is appropriately incentivised 

 Target guarantees to needs, value and price appropriately 

 Investment strategy driven by time horizons and risk appetite 

 Likely to facilitate a move from guaranteed fixed interest to 

targeted real assets 

 

 

 

 

 Conclusions 

Given traditional consumer reliance on guarantees 

in short-term include some underpins/targets? 



Thank you 
We hope you are feeling inspired. 


